Data analysis methods are necessary tools in evaluating and for better understanding the information of interest. However, there are limitations in applying standard statistical methods to data analysis in some cases. Data obtained from different sources are often clouded by imprecision and uncertainty, also called fuzziness. To overcome this problem, data analysis has to be adapted and generalized through statistical methods for such fuzzy data to capture the uncertainty. These methods are largely based on the extension principle and/or require other generalized procedures for further calculation of statistics, e.g. the estimation of the unknown statistical parameters. The development of these methods specifically for evaluating univariate data has been flourished. However, to solve complex real-world problems, these methods have to be extended and generalized to handle multivariate fuzzy data. In this research, the methods of generalized point estimators, i.e. sample mean, variance-covariance, and correlation coefficient, are extended for the multivariate case through concepts of fuzzy vector and combined fuzzy sample.
Introduction
Multivariate statistical analysis is concerned with data frequently obtained from empirical measurements on a number of individuals or objects. The sample data or the statistical treatments may be made on a collection of measurements in a manufacturing environment, such as diameter and surface finish of valve seats and those of corresponding nozzle seats in a petroleum system. The measurements made on a single unit (or a specimen) can ideally be assembled into a column vector. The entire vector may be thought of as an observation from a multivariate population or distribution. In statistical terms, when the individual measure is drawn randomly, the resulting vector is considered a random vector with a distribution or probability law describing the population (Anderson 2003) . The set of observations on all individuals in a sample constitutes a sample of vectors, and the vectors set side by side make up the matrix of observations. The data to be analyzed are then thought of as displays in a matrix or in several matrices.
Unfortunately, the measurements are often clouded especially by uncertainty and imprecision. The uncertainty of measurement results of continuous quantities differs from probabilistic un-certainty, however. Individual measurement results also contain a kind of uncertainty, which is called fuzziness. The most suitable mathematical model to describe the fuzziness is by fuzzy numbers and their characterizing functions (Zadeh 1965) , (Viertl 2015) . The extension principle (Zadeh 1975) in fuzzy set theory has been used in applications which call for an extension of the domain of a relation. In terms of statistical inference for fuzzy data, some literatures present formulating the statistics as by-product of fuzzy random variables Kruse (1984) , Kruse and Meyer (1987) , Liu and Kao (2002) , Nguyen and Wu (2006) , Wang (2004) . In most cases, the notion of expected values is defined for fuzzy numbers of intervals as in (Dubois and Prade 1987) , viewed as random fuzzy sets, which are subsequently used in analyzing fuzzy data. On the other hand, descriptive statistics through point estimators can be formulated differently through embedding the fuzziness through mathematical structures, a focal point of this paper. For univariate data, statistical inference involves combining fuzzy samples and propagation of fuzziness through fuzzy mathematical functions as reported by (Frühwirth-Schnatter 1992) , (Viertl 2006) , (Viertl 2011) . For analysis of multivariate fuzzy data, displayed in form of matrices of fuzzy numbers, generalized standard statistical inference methods for multivariate fuzzy data have to be considered. Comprehensive literatures in this particular area are limited and/or the proposed definitions are not necessarily concise. In case of multivariate fuzzy data, statistical inferences via point estimators require mathematical statements and involve high-dimension Cartesian products as a result of two-way combining of samples and multiple variables. With combined samples, further succinct mathematical definitions are possible. These concepts will be explained in detail and soon become obvious to the readers in the subsequent sections. For variance/covariance matrices, one of the differences in definitions lies in how the quantification methods of distances between the observed values (samples) and their respective mean are defined, see (Blanco-Fernàndez et al. 2014) , (Körner 1997) , (Kruse 1987) , (Voxman 1998) , and (Wang 2004) for different definitions, which serve different purposes, i.e. not necessary a generalized method for an R k·n space. Aside from variance, the measure of association through estimators of the population correlation coefficient is often of interest. In general, for fuzzy data, the correlation coefficient obtained through the Extension Principle is fuzzy as well (Ni and Cheung 2003) . Different definitions of fuzzy correlation coefficient have been introduced, some of which result in the possible values of the correlation coefficient within [0,1] (Bustince and Burillo 1995) as opposed to within [-1,1] as defined in (Saneifard and Saneifard 2012) and (Liu and Kao 2002) . The latter is the same definition as in standard case and also adopted here. This paper presents a statistical inference method through mathematical statements and generalized point estimators for fuzzy multivariate data. Section 2 provides the foundation of fuzzy numbers and fuzzy vectors along with a concept of combining fuzzy samples in univariate case. In section 3, fuzzy multivariate data are described. In section 4, statistical functions of fuzzy multivariate data are then presented. The foundations presented in the previous sections are then applied in generalizing the point estimators along with a numerical example as shown in section 5. The paper concludes with final remarks.
Fuzzy numbers, fuzzy vectors and combined fuzzy samples
In case of univariate data, to describe observations or measurements of continuous quantities, the definition of general fuzzy numbers is useful. Definition 1. A general fuzzy number x is defined by its characterizing function ξ(·), which is a real function of one real variable and possesses the following properties:
, is a bounded subset of R.
, is non-empty and a finite union of compact intervals.
Along with general fuzzy numbers, how to obtain the characterizing function of a measurement result is also critical. For example, if a measurement x is quantified and represented by an interval [a,b] , such an interval can be characterized by its indicator function 1 [a,b] (·), i.e. ξ(·) = 1 [a,b] (·), which is, in fact, a special kind of characterizing function. On the other hand, if a measurement x is recognized by a function h(·), the characterizing function of x can be derived through a transformation of its inherent function h(·), as following:
Further details and examples can be found in Klir and Yuan (1995) and Viertl (2011) .
Definition 2. Let x 1 , . . . , x n be n fuzzy numbers of the observation space M x ⊆ R with corresponding characterizing functions ξ 1 (·), . . . , ξ n (·). To obtain a fuzzy vector x , the fuzzy numbers x 1 , . . . , x n have to be combined (Viertl and Hareter 2006) . Through construction of an n-dimensional vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·) via a triangular norm (t-norm T ), the combined fuzzy sample x forms a fuzzy element (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of the sample space M n x , i.e.
=⇒ combined fuzzy sample x and vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·) where ζ(x 1 , . . . , x n ) := κ n [ξ 1 (x 1 ), . . . , ξ n (x n )] ∀(x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n and the combination κ n = T n , which is the n-dimensional extension of the t-norm T by its associativity, i.e. T n (y 1 , . . . ,
For statistical and algebraic calculations with fuzzy data, the minimum-t-norm T is optimal (Viertl 2011) 
Lemma 1. A fuzzy vector x is obtained via minimum-t-norm when the individual values of the variables x i are fuzzy numbers x i . Through the minimum-t-norm, the combination of n fuzzy numbers with characterizing functions ξ i (·), i = 1(1)n, a fuzzy vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is obtained. In this case, the following holds:
In words, the δ-cuts of the fuzzy vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are the Cartesian products of the δ-cuts of the fuzzy numbers x i , i = 1(1)n.
The concepts of combined fuzzy samples and triangular norms are useful for succinct multivariate statistical analysis of fuzzy data.
Fuzzy multivariate data
For multivariate continuous data, i.e. one observation with k variables (dimensions), an idealized measurement results in a k -dimensional real vector (x 1 , . . . , x k ). In reality, there are two possibilities: First, when the individual values of the variables x i are fuzzy numbers x i , a vector of fuzzy numbers (x 1 , . . . , x k ) is obtained. In this case, it is necessary to combine the fuzzy numbers x 1 , . . . , x k to obtain a fuzzy element (x 1 , . . . , x k ) of the observation space M k x ∈ R k . This combination is accomplished by a suitable t-norm T and its extension
Second, when the vector itself is fuzzy, hence, a fuzzy version of a vector (x 1 , . . . , x k ) , e.g. fuzzy point in R k , is obtained. For example, ideally, the position of a ship on a radar screen is a two-dimensional vector (x 1 , x 2 ) or (x, y) ∈ R 2 . In real situations, such position is characterized by a light point on the radar screen, which is not a precise vector, i.e. fuzzy vector.
Definition 3. Using the notation x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ), a k -dimensional fuzzy vector x is determined by its so-called vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·), which is a real function of k real variables x 1 , . . . , x k and possesses the following properties (Viertl and Sunanta 2013) :
≥ δ}, is non-empty and a finite union of simply connected and closed sets.
The mathematical formalization of the combined fuzzy samples and that of the fuzzy version of a vector are described here respectively.
If only fuzzy coordinates x j , j = 1(1)k are available, in order to obtain the vector-characterizing function of the generated fuzzy vector, the characterizing functions of the fuzzy coordinates x j have to be combined. In this case, the vector-characterizing function of a fuzzy version of a vector (x 1 , . . . , x k ) can be derived through the product-t-norm:
For the special case k =2,that is when fuzzy coordinates x 1 and x 2 of a vector, with characterizing functions ξ 1 (·) and ξ 2 (·) respectively, are measured, the vector-characterizing function ζ(·, ·) of the fuzzy vector x = (x 1 , x 2 ) is obtained via the product-t-norm T prod , i.e.
The result is a fuzzy vector, denoted as (x 1 , . . . , x k ) with a vector-characterizing function
where ξ 1 (·) and ξ 2 (·) are the characterizing functions of the fuzzy coordinates x 1 and x 2 respectively.
In case of a sample of fuzzy observations x i , i = 1(1)n, with k -dimensional vector-characterizing functions ζ i (x 1 , . . . , x k ), the generalized minimum rule is applied in oder to obtain the vectorcharacterizing function ζ(x 1 , . . . , x k·n ) for the combined fuzzy vector X , which is the combined fuzzy sample. Considering a fuzzy sample x 1 , . . . , x n with its corresponding vectorcharacterizing functions ζ i (·, . . . , ·), where x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ R k and sample space R k·n , the followings can be defined: Let x i ∈ F(R k ), i = 1(1)n and the combined fuzzy sample X ∈ F(R k·n ), the vectorcharacterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·) of X , which is a function of k·n real variables, is obtained via a triangular norm (t-norm T ), i.e. ζ(x 1 , . . . , x k·n ) = T ζ 1 (x 1 , . . . , x k ), ζ 2 (x k+1 , . . . , x 2k ), . . . , ζ n (x (n−1)k+1 , . . . , x k·n ) . Applying the minimum-t-norm, the vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·) of X is obtained:
For example, let k = 2, i.e. x i = (x 1·i , x 2·i ) = ζ(·, ·), i = 1(1)n (i.e. n observations), the combined fuzzy sample X is obtained by:
In this case, the vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·) of the combined fuzzy sample is obtained in the following way:
Lemma 2. Through the combination of n fuzzy observaions x i , i = 1(1)n of a k-dimensional fuzzy quantity with vector-characterizing functions ζ i (·) by the minimum-t-norm, n fuzzy kdimensional vectors are combined into an (k·n)-dimensional fuzzy vector with vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·), for which the following property holds: ζ 2 (x k+1 , . . . , x 2k ) , . . . , ζ n (x (n−1)k+1 , . . . , x k·n )} ∀(x 1 , . . . , x k·n ) ∈ R k·n The δ-cuts of the combined fuzzy vector X are the Cartesian products of the δ-cuts of the fuzzy vectors x i , i = 1(1)n.
Statistical functions of fuzzy multivariate data
Data analysis methods generally use functions f (x 1 , . . . , x n ), f : R n → S, where S is a suitable adopted space, i.e. statistics, to summarize and explain data. In case of non-precise data x 1 , . . . , x n , the function becomes f (x 1 , . . . , x k ). The values y = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are nonprecise by the propagation of imprecision (fuzziness). The membership function of y is obtained via the extension principle based on combined fuzzy samples and minimum t-norm (see Definition 2). Through the combined fuzzy sample X (or the fuzzy vector x ) with its vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·), the generalization of statistics f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) to handle fuzzy data x 1 , . . . , x n is possible:
Using the notation x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n and η(·) for the membership function of y , the values η(y), ∀y ∈ S, are given by
For a fuzzy vector x in R n with vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·), all δ-cuts C δ x are defined as simply connected and compact subsets of R n . For continuous functions, the following holds: Let x 1 , . . . , x n be fuzzy intervals, i.e. all δ-cuts of x i are finite closed intervals, and f : R n → R be a continuous function, then y = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a fuzzy interval whose δ-cuts are given by
Proof. Since x i , i = 1(1)n, are fuzzy intervals, the δ-cuts of the combined fuzzy vector x are Cartesian products of compact intervals. The continuity of f (·) implies that f (C δ x ) is compact and simply connected, and, therefore, an interval. By the continuity of f (·), it follows that f −1 ({y}) is closed and, thus, sup
In multivariate case, (n·k)-dimensional fuzzy vector (n samples of k variables) with (combined) vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·), the value y of the function f : R k·n → S is defined to have the following membership function:
For a combined fuzzy vector X in R k·n with vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·), the value y , where S=R, all of the δ-cuts C δ [X ] are defined as simply connected and compact subsets of R k·n . For continuous functions, the following holds:
Note: As defined in Lemma 2, the δ-cuts of the combined fuzzy sample X are the Cartesian products of the δ-cuts of the fuzzy vectors x i , i = 1(1)n.
Generalized point estimators
The essential characteristics of a univariate distribution are the arithmetic mean, as a measure of location, and the variance, as a measure of dispersion. Similarly, considering a data set, the sample mean and sample variance of the sample are important summary measures. Generalized estimators for fuzzy univariate data are explained in Viertl (2006) .
In multivariate case, the means and variances of the separate measurements are of interest. An essential aspect of multivariate analysis is the dependence between the different variables, i.e. the dependence between two variables may involve the covariance between them. In this case, the relevant parameters are in forms of vector and/or matrix, e.g. the mean vector, the variance-covariance matrix, and the correlation coefficient matrix.
For a sample of fuzzy vectors x i , i = 1(1)n in R k with vector-characterizing functions ζ i (·, . . . , ·), a point estimate from a statistic (function) ϑ(x 1 , . . . , x n ) becomes a fuzzy elementθ in parameter space Θ. Hence, for a combined fuzzy vector X in R k·n with vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·), the generalized point estimator based on a standard estimator ϑ : R k·n → Θ yields a fuzzy point estimateθ whose membership function η(·) is defined by its values as follows:
All δ-cuts C δ [X ] are assumed to be simply connected and compact subsets of R k·n . For continuous functions ϑ(·, . . . , ·) and one-dimensional parameter θ, the following holds:
Proof. The δ-cuts of the combined fuzzy sample X are the Cartesian products of the δ-cuts of the fuzzy vectors x i , i = 1(1)n (see Lemma 2). The continuity of ϑ(·) implies that ϑ(C δ [X ]) is compact and simply connected, therefore, an interval. By the continuity of ϑ(·), it also follows that ϑ −1 ({θ}) is closed for allθ ∈ Θ and, thus, sup X∈C δ [X ] ϑ(X) = max X∈C δ [X ] ϑ(X). As a result, C δ [X ] is a closed interval.
Point estimator for mean vector
The arithmetic mean is one of the important parameters that characterize the distribution. In multivariate analysis, the mean vector µ is of interest, where
Let X be a combined fuzzy vector in R k·n with vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·), the δ-cut C δ [X ] is defined as simply connected and compact subset of R k·n .
For continuous functions f : R k·n → R with fuzzy point estimateμ j for the mean, the following holds:
Remark 1. Minimum and maximum of f µ j (X) are defined as: min
, where x ij,δ and x ij,δ are the lower and upper limits of the δ-cut of a fuzzy interval at a specified δ-level, respectively. Accordingly, the membership function η(·) (as generalized in Equation (5)) of the fuzzy point estimateμ j can be constructed numerically through lower and upper limits of multiple δ-cuts as well.
Point estimator for variance-covariance matrix
The sample variance measures how far a set of numbers is spread out. Mathematically, it is simply the average of the squares of the deviations of observations about their sample mean. On the other hand, sample covariance is defined in terms of cross products between two variables (factors) of interest. The sample variance-covariance matrix is an unbiased estimator of the covariance matrix Σ. For a standard sample x = (x 1 , . . . , x k·n ), each ijelement in the matrix of sums of squares and cross products of deviations about the sample meanx is generally defined as:
; where i = 1(1)n, j = 1(1)k, and n > k.
Remark 2. The constraint n > k is necessary, so that A is positive definite (Anderson 2003) .
The standard point estimator of the variance σ 2 i iŝ
Hence, the estimated variance-covariance matrix is derived as:
Let X be a combined fuzzy vector in R k·n with vector-characterizing function ζ(·, . . . , ·), δ-cut C δ [X ] is defined as simply connected and compact subset of R k·n . For continuous standard estimation f : R k·n → R and the corresponding fuzzy point estimateσ lm for the variance-covariance, the following holds:
For sample variance-covariance matrix, minimum and maximum of f σ lm (X) are defined as: min f σ lm (X) = minσ lm (x min ) and max f σ lm (X) = maxσ lm (x max ), where x min and x max vectors contain the observations that lie closest to and farthest from the corresponding sample means, hence, resulted in minimum and maximum sample variances (covariances) at the specified δ-level respectively.
Point estimator for correlation matrix
It is frequently informative to separate the information contained in variances from that con-tained in measures of association and, in particular, the measure of association known as the population correlation coefficient (ρ lm ) Wichern and Johnson (2007) . Symbolically, the estimated fuzzy sample correlation coefficients are obtained from the following estimator (11), in a similar manner as the standard sample correlation coefficient (r lm ), but in forms of min r lm and max r lm , where l and m represent two distinct variables of interest:
Applying the δ-cuts C δ [X ], the lower and upper boundaries of the estimated sample correlation coefficients are obtained through the following simple linear programs (Liu and Kao 2002) :
For continuous functions f : R k·n → R with fuzzy point estimateρ lm for the correlation coefficient, where l and m represent two distinct variables of interest, the following holds respectively:
For sample correlation matrix, minimum and maximum of f ρ lm (X) are defined as: min f ρ lm (X) = min r lm and max f ρ lm (X) = max r lm . Through the lower and upper boundaries of multiple δ-cuts, i.e. min r lm,δ and max r lm,δ , the membership function η lm (·) of the fuzzy point estimatê ρ lm can be obtained numerically.
Example. As a simplified example, a part of the results of a full-factorial experiment is adapted. Consider results of flat lapping measurements of stainless steel specimens (Table 1) , where the process parameters of interest are obtained surface roughness, measured by mean of arithmetic mean Ra (x10 3 mm) x 1 , and calculated material removal rate MRR (x10 −3 mm/s) x 2 . These measurements are naturally uncertain, i.e. considered as fuzzy numbers Through the method of combining fuzzy samples described in Section 3, the corresponding combined fuzzy vector X = (x 1·i , x 2·i ) is obtained along with its vector-characterizing function ζ(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 1·8 , x 2·8 ). As defined in equation (7), the fuzzy point estimateμ j for the mean can be determined as lower and upper boundaries of the estimated sample mean As shown in Figure 1 , vector-characterizing function of the mean of the combined fuzzy vector X is of a polygon form. For each δ-cut, a plane representing feasible mean values is obtained as a result.
Next, the search for the minimum and maximum of the variance-covariance continues, i.e. through the feasible regions that are closest/farthest from the means and those with resulting minimum/maximum cross products for the variance-covariance matrix. As defined in Equation (10), the lower and upper boundaries of the δ-cut of the corresponding sample point estimate for fuzzy variance-covariance at different δ-levels are Note: Since both combined sample itself and the mean are fuzzy, with respect to the shapes of their vector-characterizing functions, for different δ-cuts, the distances between the boundaries of the fuzzy sample and those of the fuzzy mean remain the same, i.e. the boundaries (limits) of the functions move in the same direction with the same distance. Hence, the same value of the min/max variances at different δ-levels of x 1 and x 2 respectively. Finally, after applying the δ-cuts as defined in Equation (14), the lower and upper boundaries of the estimated sample correlations min r lm,δ and max r lm,δ are obtained: The resulting vector-characterizing function is also of a complex form due to fuzzy multiplication and division. As opposed to the maximum covariances, the different in maximum correlations are a result of different minimums of variance products. However, the quantitative values of covariance and correlation follow the same trend in the end. As indicated by the numerical values of correlation coefficient, based on the experimental results, the linear relationship between obtained surface roughness and material removal rate is trivial. In lapping theory, there are many factors that influence the quality of the obtained surface. In other words, a combination of factors, e.g. surface flatness, surface area, abrasive compound, lapping mechanism through rolling, scraping, and embedding, are needed to be considered altogether.
Final remarks
The standard statistical inference methods are extended for multivariate fuzzy data. In particular, the concepts of fuzzy vector and fuzzy multivariate data are described. The method of combining n observations of k -dimension is defined and served as focal point of the subsequent definitions. As a result, the combined fuzzy sample along with its corresponding vector-characterizing function is obtained. Accordingly, the generalized methods are then defined for the estimators of sample mean, variance-covariance, and correlation coefficient matrices for multivariate fuzzy data. A numerical example of a two-variable case through δ-cut calculation is also provided. Because of increasing cardinality of the resulting Cartesian products, the higher the dimensions of considering variables are, the more complex the analysis it is. In other words, nonlinearity and nonconvexity may be expected from multivariate analysis. Hence, the results and interpretation depend rather on the adopted numerical methods and the data themselves as well. The proposed generalized method for multivariate fuzzy data provides a succinct alternative of mathematical definitions for the estimation of different statistics and can be further extended to the generalization of estimation of confidence regions, statistical tests, and Bayes' theorem in a natural way.
